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Textile artist Anna Joyceâ€™s design process is intuitive, relaxed, and rooted in the belief that we

should live with color and pattern every day. Inspired by vintage fabric, folk art, shapes in nature,

and exciting new color combinations, Joyceâ€™s distinctive projects showcase the beauty of the

unexpected and the mark of the artistâ€™s hand. In Stamp Stencil Paint, Joyce shares her signature

hand-printing techniques and infectious enthusiasm for adding patterns to ready-made surfaces

such as fabric, ceramics, paper, leather, furniture, walls, and more. Following beautiful step-by-step

photography, crafters learn new, easy skills to stamp, stencil, and hand-paint wonderful projects for

their homes, wardrobes, families, and friends.Â 
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After flipping though this book a few times (and loving it each time) I find that the projects have

stayed with me. When I was shopping at Costco last weekend I saw a stack of white towels and

immediately thought "I could use these for that cute beach towel stamping project," and when I was

at Ikea I wanted to buy all the terra cotta pots so I could stamp them for Christmas gifts.What I value

even more than the quality of each of these projects is how approachable this book is. This can be

your first time stenciling something and feel confident that you'll have a great end result. This book

isn't about doing everything perfectly; it's about making beautiful things and enjoying yourself in the

process. As Anna Joyce writes, "This book is meant to be joyous. It is about trying something new,

embracing 'imperfections.' and most of all, taking the time to create by hand."



I immediately created the quilt for a friends baby shower gift and they absolutely loved it, and it was

so easy to make! This book creates excitement and inspiration when flipping through the pages.

There are a huge variety of projects, for different skill levels, time commitments, or maybe the mood

you are in.

So inspired to get creative and start making the projects in this book. Easy to follow the instructions,

beautiful projects and a gorgeous book that looks good sitting on my coffee table. I am really excited

to make many of these projects.

This book is so beautiful. I am especially excited about the wall stencils - so much cheaper and

more original than wallpaper! At my daughter's recent birthday party, the kids played while the

moms passed this book around, picked up from the coffee table. I ordered another one for my sister

for her birthday.

This book is an inspiring piece of work. The genius of the artist is so amazing and fun to ponder. I

wondered, could I do any of these things then thought: she gave me all the ways to try it out! Nicely

prepared layout, pictures, drawings, directions. I recommend.

I love craft books. I have started borrowing books from the library first to check them out before I

make any purchases. This book is truly exceptional! I will be adding it to my collection and putting it

at the top of my gifting list. Anna is so talented and thorough - this book is a joy to read and an

incredible resource! Kaitlin Rorick, owner of Heritage Rows

I just got my copy in the mail, sat down with a glass of wine and loved EVERY page!! Thank you

Anna for creating such a beautiful book that has inspired me to get stamping, stenciling and

painting!
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